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Introduction
Executive Committee:

↗President- Anna Waisman
↗Founders and Co-Vice-Presidents: Sara Pishdadian & Jenkin Mok
↗Workshop Point: Alyssia Wilson
↗Workshop Managers: Samantha Feldman & Claire Minister
↗Communications Chair: Adina Levi
↗Administration Chair: Raphael Gastrock
↗Secretary: Natasha Baptist-Mohseni



Program Overview



Program Overview
PUMP: Psychology Undergraduate Mentorship Program 
↗Focused on mentoring undergraduate students who are interested in 
graduate school in Psychology. Aim to pair students based on similar 
backgrounds

Mentorship pairs: Graduate students & 3rd/4th/5th year students

↗Not tutoring/ teaching assistant role
↗Not therapy



Program Overview
↗ Workshops for all Psychology students

Last year’s workshops:
↗Applying to Graduate School: An overview
↗Underrepresented Students in Graduate School & Academia 
↗Graduate School: How can I afford it?
↗Getting Experience: Volunteering in Labs & Research
↗ Applying to Graduate School: An overview
↗All about the GRE



Program Overview
↗ ~47 Mentors, 98 Mentees this year
↗Received inaugural PGSA Initiative Award
↗Thoughts from our mentees:

◦ Bounce ideas/ask questions; Receiving individualized feedback; Providing support 
and knowledge; Enjoyed working with someone having similar interests; Appreciated 
the guidance and direction

◦ Over 85% rated their relationship with mentors to be strongly positive (gave at least 
8/10 rating)

◦ 90% indicated expectations were met and 3 mentees indicated expectations were 
exceeded



Preferred Meeting Frequency

Number of Meetings desired by mentors: 
↗ M = 3.18 (SD = 0.85)/ year for n=27
↗ n =5 mentors said it depends on the mentee 

Number of Meetings desired by mentees: 
↗Most mentees said 4 meetings per year



*

*

*



What is the most helpful part of having a mentor?



Was your mentor exceptional?

↗ “always reaching out and helping with anything I needed”

↗“ phenomenal mentor & friend” 

↗“excellent advice on job searching, the GRE, and the overall graduate process”

↗“super supportive and communicated the ups and downs of graduate school in a real 
way”

↗“really connected.. Super helpful, supportive, understanding and knowledgeable”

↗“responding o emails at a reasonable time and flexible with meetings”

↗“ I did not feel judged when I told her about my goals”

↗“sent multiple research positions my way:

↗“went above and beyond to help me on many different topics… even welcomed me to 
reach out during the summer” 





PUMP 2020-2021



Year 4: Goals

CONTINUE TO OFFER 
GREAT MENTORSHIP 

TO MENTEES

ADJUST TO VIRTUAL 
TRANSITION

EXPAND SYSTEM TO 
GROUP MENTORSHIP

IMPROVE MENTOR 
FEEDBACK SYSTEM





Mentor Expectations
↗ All mentors will meet with their mentees a minimum of 4 times over 
the school year * 

↗ All mentors must send summaries of their mentee meetings through 
the google form (more on this to come)

↗ All mentors must notify the executive team of any issues, especially 
if they feel they need additional resources for their mentees

↗ All mentors must give feedback to PUMP at the end of the year



Rules to Follow
1. Be Accurate, NEVER GIVE FALSE INFORMATION
2. Be Honest & Have Perspective



Graduate School
Pros & Cons

Pros??



Graduate School
Pros & Cons

Pros
↗ We get paid (unlike medicine, law, social work, etc.)
↗ We have flexible schedules
↗ We get to travel for conferences 
↗ We have small class sizes
↗ We have supervisors & mentors & labs (community)
↗ We have health benefits 
↗ We are in a pretty respected field
↗ We do what we love!



Cons??

Graduate School
Pros & Cons



Cons
↗ Grad school feels endless (it is objectively long)
↗ You are not quite ‘working’ or a full ‘student’ (ambiguity)
↗ The pay is not great or sometimes poor
↗ You bring work home with you & often work on weekends
↗ You are often juggling multiple obligations

Graduate School
Pros & Cons



Rules to Follow

1. Be Accurate, never give false information

2. Be Honest & Have Perspective

3. Be available – even if on email **

4. Know & Use your resources
5. Self-awareness 
6. Listen More



Transition to Virtual Mentorship **
↗Up to you and your mentee on how you decide to meet

↗Zoom fatigue is REAL! 

↗Prioritize self-care and be clear about communication hours if you 
feel the need



Our Policy
↗ Mentee no-show without notice after confirmed meeting
↗ 2 strikes and you get an email from PUMP



Group Mentorship
↗In addition to one-on-one mentorship, new system with group 
mentorship



“My mentor expected me to drive the relationship by coming up with 
questions and asking them. I found that a little overwhelming 

because I didn't always know what information I was lacking. I think 
more of a give and take would have been beneficial.” 



Group Mentorship
↗In addition to one-on-one mentorship, new system with group 
mentorship (1:2 mentor: mentee pairs)

↗Take the pressure off mentees and provide the opportunity to 
share experiences and concerns with fellow peers, geared at 
improving overall mentorship experience

↗Decrease mentee no-show rate so mentors aren’t left hanging





What to do with your Mentees
↗Career-Related vs. Psychosocial Functions



Career-Related
↗ Discussing future aspirations
↗ Developing action plans (goal setting)
↗ Engage in goal-setting procedures
↗ Providing relevant information
↗ Offering personal anecdotes
↗ Brainstorming possibilities
↗ Connecting with resources
↗ Facilitating networking opportunities
↗ Providing feedback on CV, grad school apps, etc. 



Psychosocial
↗ Providing personal feedback on communication style, etc.

↗ Role-modeling leadership and interpersonal effectiveness

↗ Encouraging personal development and growth

↗ Demonstrating accountability and being there for mentee

↗ Offering friendship by sharing common interests outside 
psychology

↗ Establishing rapport and positive regard

↗ Communication of personal stories

↗ Student advocacy efforts

↗ Communicating strengths to mentees & offering perspective 



Feedback & Advice 
↗Carefully frame all feedback and advice

↗Feedback and advice should be positive, constructive, and practical. 

Mentees can benefit from your experience. 

↗Constructive criticism



Mentors are Role-Models

↗The way you speak, your presence and commitment to the mentor relationship, your 

descriptions of graduate school, your enthusiasm about the program, your struggles, your 

humility (or lack of), your feedback, your openness to sharing, your victories 

è Everything you do is an example to the mentees of graduate 

school life because you are a graduate student



Common Issues Students Face
1. Imposter Syndrome

2. Stereotype Threat

3. Fear of Superiors/Hierarchy



Elements of Ethical Behaviour
↗ Mutual Respect & Trust

↗ Confidentiality 

↗ Boundaries



Mentor Duties

↗ Mentors must attend an orientation session

↗ Must meet approx. 3 times over the school year with their mentee

↗ Must provide feedback to PUMP end of term & at end of year

↗ Must follow PUMP guidelines and stay in contact with PUMP in case of issues

↗ Will attend workshops when available to contribute to discussions of graduate 
school life and the application process





Scenarios ↗ Some potential mentee-mentor scenarios



Goal Setting

We recommend 
setting 3 goals 

with your mentee 
for the school year

Do not let these 
goals interfere 

with mentorship 
activities 



S. M. A. R. T. Goals
Specific

Measurable

Attainable

Realistic

Time



Possible Goals
↗Complete a draft of their CV/ statement of interest/ scholarship essay 
↗Compile a list of schools to apply to
↗Gain a good understanding of the different programs to apply to 
↗Write a draft email to send to supervisors
↗ Study for and write the GRE  / Complete a practice GRE exam
↗ Join a research lab & get other experience 
↗Present a research poster  /Submit a paper  / Present at a conference 
↗Contact references 



Goal Setting Example
1. Write the GRE and score well enough for graduate school admission

Specific: Have a date booked and aim to complete studying & practice exams before the data and have 
estimated ideal scores

Measurable: Writing the exam in time for admission

Attainable: You are applying in a few months. Give yourself 3 months to prep

Realistic: How much studying will you be able to get down each day? Each week? In time for the 
exam?

Time: Book exam for May 15th, sign up by end of November for GRE course/get books, complete 
practice exams by end of April, Write exam in May.

& How will you check your progress?  I will write dates for chapters I want to cover in prep book in my 
calendar, I will send myself futureme.org emails to remind myself of the goals



Program Evaluation
↗We want honest feedback at the end of the year

↗We want to know if your mentee met their goals, and if not why not so we can 
help future mentees

↗You and your mentee will both fill out forms
◦ If you have more than one mentee, you must fill out one form for each mentee

↗https://forms.gle/Y7ENPZG86MjWUMNV8

https://forms.gle/Y7ENPZG86MjWUMNV8


Mentor Summary Form
↗Previous years completed after each session

↗This year changed to twice a year (one after your first two 
meetings, and one after your last two meetings)

↗Should only take about 5 minutes to complete
https://forms.gle/CjAi4PSgdjFSNcTS7

https://forms.gle/CjAi4PSgdjFSNcTS7


Workshops
Schedule @ https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork

Please watch for our emails – we need YOU the mentors to help us 
fulfill our commitments to the department

https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork


PUMP Workshop Series
↗Schedule @ https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork

↗Part 1: Is Graduate School for Me? (October 27th @ 6 pm)
We will discuss different types of degrees in Psychology, the life of a grad student, finances in graduate 
school, and answer any questions you might have.

↗Part 2: Getting Ready to Apply to Graduate School (November 2nd @ 6 pm)
For this part of our workshop series, we'll be discussing application timelines, gaining research and volunteer 
experience, choosing the right program, contacting supervisors, taking the GRE, and answering your related 
questions.

↗Part 3: Submitting the Graduate School Application (November 12th @ 6 pm)
For this part of our workshop series, we will cover topics related to applying to tri-council awards and writing 
proposals, asking for references, writing personal statements, CV and transcripts, and answering your 
related questions.

https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork


Next Steps

↗Link for orientation feedback form will be sent to your email NOW,
please fill it out J https://forms.gle/bGBcu8D6YyHnUDxw5

↗Wait for PUMP to contact you with your assigned mentee(s)

↗We will also follow-up with helpful resources and information about 

contacting your mentee

↗Questions, Concerns? Email us! We’re here to help

https://forms.gle/bGBcu8D6YyHnUDxw5


Questions or Comments? 



Thank you for 
being part of PUMP! 


